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necessary to repeat the available capacity test process until the discharge capacity for three consecutive times meets the 

conditions for the available capacity confirmation. 

And the warranty condition is not affected by the Exclusion of Warranty stated above. 

To make a warranty claim under this warranty, the installer or the end user must contact us, submit a Warranty Claim 

Form on the website warranty.growatt.com, or via Growatt local service agent publicly known, or via email address 

s ervice@gi nverter. com. 

ln any event, submit the warranty claim form to Growatt within 1 (ONE) month on the failure of the battery. 

Growatt will examine the submitted evidencing documents and then will decide whether to collect the ba ttery and conduct a 

further inspection to verify the remaining capacity of the battery. ln the case of the inspection of the remaining capacity 

indicates that the guaranteed capacity was not fallen short of, the costs and expenses associated with such inspection shall 

be reimbursed by Customer. 

Growatt may contact customer for further details, in regards to the defective battery, requiring to complete root cause 

analysis testing of the product, or provide further evidence lhal can support the warranty claim. 

Please store this warranty certificate in a safe place together with the original purchasing & installation invoice , and other 

related materials for the warranted battery. To determine the warranty entitlement, please submit copies of the warranty 

claim documents listed in above . Otherwise, Growatt is entitled to refuse warranty services. 

Applicable Law 

Ali claims arising from or in connection with this warranty are subject to laws of People's Republic of China. ShenZhen, 

China is the exclusive place of jurisdiction for all disputes arising from or in connection with this warranty. 

Please note Growatt reserve the ultimate explanation right on this battery warranty card. 
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